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With recipes, crafts, gardening tips, and herbal lore, Llewellynâ€™s Herbal Almanac has provided

new ideas and perspectives for gardeners and herb lovers for almost twenty years. Enjoy many fun

and easy ways to enrich your cooking and crafting, from recipes for bread, jam, and candies to

how-to guides on landscaping, creating decorations and holiday ornaments, and much more. This

yearâ€™s almanac provides dozens of captivating articles, featuring health and beauty methods, the

history and modern uses of various herbs, and special tips, facts, and recommended resources.

Use hands-on projects and ingredients you can grow yourself to fill your year with herbal delight. 

Explore xeriscaping and growing succulents Create home decor with things found in nature

Discover herb profiles on rosemary, dandelions, and yarrow Cook with plant-based proteins, edible

flowers, and early spring greens Build a miniature greenhouse and butterfly boxes Use weeds for

first aid Optimize your planting schedule
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Llewellyn Publications has grown and expanded into new areas of personal growth and

transformation since it began as the Portland School of Astrology in 1901. Along with the strong line

of astrology books the company was founded upon, Llewellyn publishes books on everything from

alternative health and healing, Wicca and Paganism, to metaphysics and the paranormal-and since

1994 has published a growing list of Spanish-language titles.  Llewellyn has long been know as one

of America's leading publishers of New Age books, producing a wide variety of valuable tools for

transformation of the mind, body and spirit. Reach for the Moon-and discover that self-help and



spiritual growth is what Llewellyn is all about.

I've always enjoyed this publication.

Llewellyyn is always great

Great book!

I recently reread all the volumes in this series, starting with 2000 and ending with this most recent

volume. My conclusions : The best books were published 2000-2009. Very informative articles in

the sections on growing herbs, culinary herbs, and herb history and folklore. With 2010, the series

plummeted in value. That I believe was NOT the fault of the authors : I believe either the editors, or

the editors acting on the publisher's behest, insisted on a terribly simplified text, which they tried to

disguise by enlarging the print. (To the point that I did not need to wear reading glasses to read it,

as I had with the earlier books (I'm 53).) I would say that the reading level of the first nine volumes

was at at least 10th grade level, possibly higher. In 2010, I would say the language level was at no

more than 8th grade, and possibly as low as 6th grade.Fortunately, after the disastrous 2010 book,

the series slowly began to improve again (buyer's backlash-??? I'd love to know!) and by 2015 , the

series had recovered much of its former value (and reading level) . In my opinion, this value lies

mainly in the areas of herb growing, usage, and the background of the herb's use in history and in

folklore, plus the recipes.One thing I noticed : In an early book, the author of the introduction calls

out by name the legislation meant to bring herbal remedies under federal government control, and

states that this seems to have been done mostly to protect the pharmaceutical industry's profits,

rather than for 'consumer safety', as was the rationale . This section of the introduction was excised

from the next book : And soon thereafter, all the books were published with a disclaimer, stating that

all the recipes were meant only for "historical reference" and "teaching purposes only". Reading

these books from first to most recent shows how much the USA has changed since 2000...And not

really for the better...
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